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CHAPTER

THE STUDY

Significance Of The Study

Great emphasis in public education, today, is used upon the develop-

ment of critical thinking skills. The advent of the twentieth century has

ushered in a vast diversity of knowledge, and the obsolescence of a major

riortion of this knowledge. Many things learned in the way of specifics

for ;iermanent retention by a child in today's elementary classroom will

;robably be out of date before he reaches the twelfth grade. Our recent

space explorations has brought about new physical knowledge of our universe;

recent political and social developments have resulted in the emergence of

new nations and changing political boundaries.

It would seem that the major thrust in today's curriculum, in coping

with the -explosion" of knowledge, is through the development of skills

necessary for effective living in our complex society. Major emphasis is

being 0.aced u:Don the development of instructional strategies which stress

the a.;lication of apropriate cognitive skills. The concern with think-

ing and the cognitive skills is shared by many leading curriculum devel-

o.ers. Hilda Taba states:

...recent studies of learning and experimentation with curric-

ulum have greatly extended the score of responsibilities of the

schools. For example, the current emphasis on creativity, on auton-

omy of thinking, and on the method of inquiry represents a renewed

concern with thinking and cognitive skills. The development of cog-

nitive powers now is recognized as an important aspect of excellence.

This extension of objectives beyond the mastery of knowledge requires



to reexrt;.1 lornin experiences. We no longer can assume

th1. nasterir well-oreanized knowledge automatically develops ei-

ther autonomous or creative minds. (9, p. 2.)

Tf the major thrust in education is the development of critical think-

ing skills, it would seem that one of the most affective instruments for

stimulating and guiding this process is the question. Thus, the purpose

of :.he study was an attempt in exploring the significance of the types of

questions asked by the teacher in setting the tone of cognition within the

classroom, and its relationship to how well children are able to perform

at cognitive levels above the stage of mere recall as defined by Bloom's

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.

Review of the Literature

The question is an indispensable tool of the classroom teacher. 'Yet

is the potential of the question being fully exploited? Although they

have the capability of initiating critical and creative thinking, many

questions focus upon memory of specific facts." (3, p. 657.) Research

examining the kinds of questions asked in the teaching-learning process

indicates that teachers place a predominant emphasis upon asking queStions

which search out a knowledge of facts and the recall of texbook informa-

tion.

A study conducted by Doak (5, p. 178.) attempted to categorize the cog-

nitive levels of verbal behavior of teachers and students. Doak found that

teaching in the subject areas appeared to be directed at the communication of

knowledge. Verbal-interchanges initiated by the teacher were of the what,

how, when, where variety which elicited the recall of information respons-

es. In addition, the study showed that the teacherS verbal behavior con-



trolled to some der:ree the level f inking reflected by the pupils re-

sponses. Doak concluded that the teacher plays an important role in de-

termining the level at which classroom interaction occurs.

:Amilar studies have been conducted concerning the relationship be-

tween the kinds of questions used in a teaching strategy and its affect

-upon thinkinL; skills developed by children. Cunningham reports:

A study by Thba, Levine, and Elzey found an almost perfect cor-.

relation '-etween the levels of thought pupils display in their an-

swers to teachers' questions and the types of questions asked by

their teachers. In addition, the study showed that questions asked

by the teacher have a very strong influence on other behaviors per-

formed by the pupils. The way you ask questions can be one of the

most influential parts of teaching. (4, p. 85.)

Fiunkins conducted a study which sought to determine whether social-

studies text-type materials based upon analytical and evaluative types of

questions would effectively stimulate the development of critical thinking

of sixth -grade pupils. From the findings, he concluded that there was no

significant difference between students who were given questions with a

dominant emphasis on analysis and evaluation from those students who were

given questions predominantly based on the knowle type. However,, it is

interestirp3 to note that the teacher served only as a coordinator in the

use of the social studies materials. Hunkins concluded:

The restriction of pupils to answering questions with no oppor-

tunity for discussion may have tended to reduce their enthusiasm and

o stifle their development of critical thinking. Discussion of the

materials and the questions by teachers and pupils possibly would



contriruted to greater and perhaps significant differences be-

tween the two treatment groups. Critical thinkin would seem to de-

mand. that pupils be given the opportunity to reflect, to discuss,

and to question further. The absence of this opportunity may very

well have served as a deterrent to the pupils' development of cri-

ical thinhin:. Too, pupils might have been affected adversely be-

cause of lack of teacher interaction. (I, p. 703.) .

Thus, "In the settie; of the classroom, questions posed by teachers and

children arc foremost amonj, the stimuli which trigger thinking and thus

set the tone of cognition." (3, p. 657.)

Sanders has developed a taxonomy of questions which he believes sug-

ests the following hypothesis for educational research, "Students who have

more practice with intellectual skills will develop them to a greater de-

gree than those who have less practice." (8, p. 6.)

The study undertaken was an attempt to expand some of the areas pre-

viously investir;ated and to further explore Sanders' hypothesis.

Limitations of the Study

It would seem .that, from the review of literature, a project which

soug:It to determine the relationship between the dominant use of question-

strategies by the teacher above the knowledge level and its influence upon

student performance at higher cognitive levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of Edu-

cationa'_ Objectives, to be a significant course for further research; how-

ever, Hunhins warns:

At the outset, critical thinking must be seen as a vague con-

cept; its common use frequently suggests that it is a slogan rather

Lhan a precisely formulated idea. The lack of instruments to mea-



sure this tni,e of thinkinu testifies to the difficulty of bringing

adequate definition to the concept. (7, p. 703.)

It would seem that formal tec'.ing based upon standardized tests or teacher

made tests may not be a suitable or adequate instrument to assess critical

thinking; skills. Consequently, failure of high level questions to influ-

ence student Performance at high cognitive levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives may be attributed to a faulty measurement instru-

ment rather than to the questions used during the course of instruction.

The lenth of instructional time, for the ex^,srimental group, may not

be sufficient to stimulate and foster complex cc.,_itive functions, parti-

cularly if the children have had little experience in responding to ques-

tions which ask them to manipulate informat4on beyond the level of recall.

Lack of teacher experience in developing a proficiency in utilizing

thcL It-provokin reasoning questions may affect the data and results.

The underlying hypothesis of the study was not restricted to certain

types of students, grade levels, or subject matter; however, the study it-

self dealt specifically with a given unit of study and population.'



CHITIER II

DESIGN AND LIMITATION

Dosi. .n of the .3ude

Tiv first sten in the development of the study was the construction

of .vic) forms, and B, of a science unit dealin with. plants and seech3.

Sr. form -, instructionaa techniques were based predminantly unon the

noe of quostionin stratedes requirinF; cognitive memory type responses

fror te :upils, i.e., most of the questions asked by the teacher were low

oh co nitive-er.thusis scale. In form B, instructional techniques were

based predominantly upon the use of questioning strategies requiring re-

sponses from the pupils above the cognitive memory level, i.e., most of

the questions asked by the teacher were high on the cognitive-emphasis

scale.

A randomly selected Population of thirty third and fourth grade

punils at Lew Wallace Elementary School in Hanmond, Indiana was divided

into two :roups of fifteen. The control group was handled by a cooperating

teacher using Form A of the science unit. The writer handled the experi-

:roup usin form D of the science unit.

drior to iLstruction, a paper and pencil pre-test was administered

to both roups. r questions reflected the six levels of Bloom's

'''axonomy of Educational Objectives. Scoring of the tests was conducted

after the study was completed. (page 41)

A parallel cost-test reflectin the six levels of Bloom's Taxonomy

of Educational Objectives was given to each group upon completion of their

instructional unit of stud::. 3corina of the tests was 'conducted after the

stuv aS comnleted for both groups.



The stuttleal basis for testing the hypothesis wus based upon ap-

'olying a t-test to test scores (pre- and post-tests respectively) to de-

termine the significance of differences between the two treatment groups

prior to instruction and after instruction.

The basic generalizations covered by both groups in the science unit

were:

Plants that grow from seeds need proper conditions for germination.

B. For proper growth, green plants need light, proper temperature,

and water.

C. Several parts of a plant function in special ways to keep the

plant alive and growing.

The behavorial objectives for the control group using form A were as

follows:

Knowledge

1. Given a diagram of a lima bean seed, the child should be able to

correctly label each of its three parts.

2. Given pencil and paper, the child should be able to list at least

three conditions necessary for seed germination.

3. Given three growth rate charts showing the effects of improper

watering and temperature to lima bean germination and the inter

nretation for any one of the three charts. The level of accept-

able performance is being able to approximate as closely as pos-

sible the J.ven interpretation.

L. Given two growth rate charts, one showing the growth rate of a

11m. ;ao. seed ,,Lven too _1:ch w:-ter, and the other chart Showing



normal growth rate of a lima bean seed, drawing pa::er and

pencil, the child should be able to correctly reproduce one of

the two charts.

5. Given a diagram of a lima bean plant, the student should be

able to color in those parts which supply food for the plant

embryo.

6. Given several seeds of various sizes and planting depths, the

student should be able to correctly match all the seeds in

decending,order with the depth for planting.

7. Give', and paper, the student should be able to list,;three,

conditions necessary for proper plant. growth.

8. Given a series of lima bean plants being grown under various

conditions and a chart listing improl:er conditions for plant

growth, the student should be able to select only those plants

which demonstrate the improper conditions for plant growth.

9. Given Dencil and paer, the student should be able to correctly

match the ;.arts of a plant to its particular function.

10. Given the procedure in making a colored stalk of celery, the

student should be able to reproduce the procedure by making a

colored stalk of celery in a. color of his choice..

11. Given a diagram of a plant; the student should be able to cor,

rectly label each part.

.12. Given pencil and Haper, the student should be able to correctly

describe a 6iven procedure for transplanting a lima bean plant

from one container to another.

The behavOrial objectives for the experimental group using form B



were as folio=

1. Given the opportunity to examine the structure of several dicot-

yledonous seeds (except the lima bean seed), the student should

be able to infer the structure of the lima bean seed by drawing

and labeling what he infers its structure to be.

Synthesis

2., Given access to materials, the student should be able to design.

a plan for experimentation which will test the effects of vary-

ing the conditions of water, air, temperature, and soil upon

soed germination of a lima bean.

Synthesis

3. Given unorganized data on the growth rate of a radish seedling,

'consisting of the amount of water, temperature and the kind of

soil given, the student should be able to produce a bar Eraph

showinj the seedlins's probable growth rate.

Evaluation

4. Given a bar graph produced by the student in objective three, and

a bar :,:,raph showing the normal growth rate of a radish seed, the

student should be able to justify two causes for their differences.

Evaluation

5. Given the hypothesis that lima bean seeds can sprout without soil,

the student should be able to appraise the extent to which the

hypothesis maybe true by justifying his opinion through experi-

mentation.

Evaluation



10.

Given ,.encil aria pa,er, the student should be able to describe

at least three different kinds of information which he feels

would be important to know if planting an avocado seed, and

explain why he feels the information is important.

Analysis

7. Given a list of orocedures for conducting an experiment to test

the effect of varying a plants water supply, or amount of light

given, or temperature, the student should be able to correctly

identify those procedures which would not be relevant for

conducting the given experiment.

Evaluation

8. Given the hypothesis that in order to grow well, green plant need

the prover amount of water, light and temperature, the student

should be able to ',Ian and construct experiments which would

contrast pro.)er conditions from its corresponding improper con-

diction.

A lication

9. Given a lima bean 1ant, the student should be able to success-

fully transplant it to another container, success will be deter-

mined if the -plant continues to grow well in the new container.

Synthesis

10. Given a white carnation, the student should be able to produce a

two colored carnation.

Evaluation

11. Given a pture of a water lily plant, the student should be able

to predict the probable location .of stomata and. justify his pre-
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uiction in two or more complete sentences.

Evaluation

12: Given the onportunity to plant a garden outside the school, the

student should be able to select a location which he thinks is

the best place for plant growth and justify why he thinks it is

the best location by stating at least three reasons for his selec-

tion.

The following was the science unit, form A, presented to the control

group.

Generalization A: Plants that grow from seeds need proper conditions

for germination.

Teachin Strategy

Discuss with the children if they have ever observed their parents or

other people start a flower garden or new lawn.

Questions - Cognitive-Memory

1. What dila they plant?

What time of the year did they plant?

3. Where did they plant their garden?

Teaching Strategy

Display a labeled picture of a lima bean seed; point out the seed

coatin, plant embryo and plant food. Give each child a lima bean

sce-A; in::truct &ildren to identify the three parts. Give each

Child a .h et of drawin paper and instruct. the children to draw a

picture of a lima bean seed and label its three parts so that it

matches the disolayed. picture. As the child finishes his drawing,

point to each labeled part and haVe the child state iT,s name.
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uestion Cognitive-Memory

What are the three parts of a lima bean seed?

Teaching Strategy

D: s lay a. chart listin the conditions necessary for seed germination.

Insteuct L'Ae :2,hildren to read the chart cloud. Present to The ca-

dcen rf .lanted lima bean seeds, One seed may ne .lanted

;n very watery soil, cnother seed planted in some very dry soil, and

seed ylnted in gravel. Also display identified containers of lima

Lez,..n seeds beinj zrown in the refrigerator, on tot' of a heat register,

md in a jar with very little air.

uestions Cognitive-Memory

Lookir4: at the chart, what is wrong with the way each of these

lima ::ean seeds. were planted?

2. Which statement on the chart tells you the right way to plant the

seed? (Ask this question as you point to each container.)

Teaching Strategy

Give each child a lima bean seed and a container, of soil. Have the

children plant their seeds according to the yro:er conditions stated

on the chart.

Question Cognitive-Memory

What are the proer conditions necessary for seed germination?

Teaching Strategy

Present to the children several lima bean seeds germinating on a wet

,aner towel. Tell the children that seeds do not need soil to sprout

because they get their food from the seed.. Point to the shriveling

rced halves, tell the children that the seed halves are shriveling



.lant embryo is usin;.:; the food in the seed- After

;.,1,ove demonstration, 'give the children some wet paper toweling

and linm ?.,e:m seeds and have them repeat the demonstration.

Nostion rogniAive-Memory

your lima bean seeds sprout without soil? Why?

Tepching Strategy

Dis,,lay gardening books, filmstrips, and other materials dealing with

annt:3. Instruct the children to select examples from the materials

which demonstrate prover conditions for planting seeds and/or improd-

er conditions for planting seeds. The children may draw one or two

ictures illustrating the examples they have chosen.

Question - Cognitive-Memory

What does. your picture illustrate?

Teaching Strategy

Dis 1Liy several identified growth rate charts showing the effects

of too Tittle water, no soil and cold temperatures on seed germination

and Lr,rcw-cn. Next to these charts, show a growth rate chart for .normal

seed :1..ovrth. Explain the meaning of the charts and how to read them.

liestions - Cognitive-Memory

1. Which chart shows prover plant growth?

What conditions are necessary for proper plant growth?

3. Which chart shows what happens to plant growth when not enough/

water is given to the plant:

4. 'Which chart shows what happens when the plant uses up all its

food in the seed. and doesn't have soil to grow?

5. Which chart shows what hap ens to plant growth when the tempera-
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ture is too cold?

Teaching Strategy

Give the children drawing paper and instruct them to copy one of the

growth rate charts and label his chart according to the given example.

ziestion Cognitive-Memory

What does your chart show?

Teaching Strategy

Ask the children to describe a frisky dog.

Questions Cognitive-Memory

1. Where does a dog get its energy?

2. Where do peo.le get energy?

Teaching Strategy

Display a diagram of a lima bean seed.

Questions - Cognitive-Memory

1. Where does a plant embryo get its food to sprout?

2. From our observations in germinating seeds on wet paper towels,

do seeds really need soil to sprout? Why?

3. What happened to our seeds on the wet paper towels after a while?

4.' What did the shriveling seed halves tell you?

Teaching Strategy

Display six lima bean seedlings, one pair with both cotyledons miss-

ing, one pair with one cotyledon missing and the last pair with the

plant embryo missing. Tell the children that the plant embryo is the

art of the seed that grows.

Questions - Cognitive-Memory

1. Which group of seeds show a missing .plant embryo?
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2. Which group of seeds show half of the plant food missing?

3. Which grou of seeds show no food for the plant embryo?

4. Which pair of seeds have the most food?

5. Which of these pairs show a plant embryo that will not grow'on

a wet paper towel? Why?

Teaching Strategy

Place the above seedlings under an inverted cardboard box. Tell the

children that this procedure is to prevent the sun from helping the

seeds to grow. Have the children observe daily progress of seed

growth, and keep the seeds moist.

'uestions - Cognitive-Memory

1. Which of seeds show the most growth?

2. Which pair show the least growth? Why,

.Teaching Strategy

Give the children a sheet of drawing paper and instruct them to draw

a picture of a lima bean seed . Instruct the children to color in the

areas which supply the plant embryo with food.

Teaching Strategy

Display some radish seeds next to some lima bean seeds. Emphasize

how much smaller the radish seeds are in comparison to the lima bean

seeds.
A

Questions - Cognitive-Memory

1. Where does a plant embryo get its food to sprout?

2. Which group of seeds contain the most food for the plant embryo?

Teaching Strategy

Tell the children that the depth of planting a seed is related 'to the
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size of the seed. Tell the children that smaller seeds require shal-

low planting because they contain just enough food to help the plant

embryo reach the surface. Instruct the children to read the plant-

ing depths given on several seed packages. Instruct the children

the arrange the seeds inside the seed packages in decending order

with the given depth for planting. The children may plant the

given seeds in containers of soil according to the depths recommended

on the seed packages.

Questions - Cognitive-Memory

1. What are.the names of the seeds you are planting?

2. How deep should you plant your seeds?

3. Which group of seeds will be planted less than one inch deep?

4. Which group of seeds will be planted one inch deep?

Generalization B: To grow well, green plants need water, light and

the proper temperature.

Teaching strategy

Display a chart showing the conditions necessary for seed germination

and conditions necessary for continued plant growth. Instruct the

children to read the charts orally. Tell the children that in order

for lants to stay healthy, they continue to need the right amount of

water, light and temperature. Next to the charts, display several

young lima bean plants. Each of the lima bean plants should be in a

container which is marked according to the improper condition the

plant is being grown. Instruct the children to describe each plant

according to the described conditions given on the containers. In-

struct the children to match. each im-roper condition they describe



.raker condition found on the chart.

11ostions - Cognitive-Memory

. I. What na,-Iens to a plant given too much water?

What, nal.pen,; to a .lant not given enough water?

3. What napens to a :lent grown under cold temperatures?

4. What happens to a ..lant when it gets too much light?

5 What are the .ro er conditions necessary for maintaining a

scalthy )1ant?

'eaching strategy

insruct the children to continue growing the young lima bean !Jants

according to the improper condition marked on each container.

Generalization C: Several arts of a plant function in special ways

to keep the plant alive and growing.

Teaching 3trategy

Dis,lay a labeled diagram of a lima bean plant. Instruct the chil-

dren to orally state each part of the plant as you point to its name.

Give each child a sheet of drawing naper and instruct them to recopy

the given chart, correctly labeling the three parts of the plant.

Question - Cognitive-Memory

What are the three parts of a lima bean plant?

Teaching s;t.rategv

Instruct the children to examine the root of a lima bean seedling

under a magnifying glass. Identify for the children the tap root

and root hairs. Tell the children that plants absorb water through

their root system; the more root hairs a plant has, the more water it

can "et. Tell the children, also, that when one transplants a plant
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from one area to another, one needs to be careful so as not to dam-

aie. the plant's root system. When one severely damages the root sys-

tem of a ;aunt, the plant is unable to get the water it needs to stay

nealThy.

- Convergent

Why should should gardeners be careful when they dig plants and

replant them in another location?

Teach;ng :;Lrategy

Show the children how to transplant lima bean .Aunt with minimu.n

amni:.,e to the root system. Give each child a lima bean ;lant and

instruct them to transplant their plant to a different container.

During this activity, stress to the children the procedure that was

shown to them.

Teaching Strategy

Display a stalk of celery in some colored water. Show the children

how the colored water travels up the stem to the celery leaves. In-

struct the children to examine the colored fibers of the celery stem.

Tell the children that the stem of a plant transports water from the

roots to the leaves. Give each child a stalk of celery and instruct

them to make their own colored celery stalk by using the food color-

ing of their choice.

Question Cognitive-emory

What is the function of the stem of a plant?

(uestion - Convergent

How do you make a colored stalk of .celery?

Teaching Strade;.y
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Tell uhe children that leaves are also imjiortant to ,lants because

uhey Lake in air through tiny openings called stomata. Display a

magnified 'dcture of a leaf showing the labeled stomata.

:uestion - Convergent

Why are leaves important to plants?

.r.uestion Cop;nitive-Memory

What .'.re the tin openings on leaves called?

Teachicc.Strater:v

4D.

Give each child a sheet of drawing rarer, instruct the children to

draw a picture of a leaf showing its stomata.

Teaching Strategy

Fit a two-nele rubber stopper into a flask or narrow-necked jar. In-

sert a long stemmed leaf in one of the holes and a piece of glass

tubing, bent at a right angle, into the other hole. Add water so

that Lhe stem of the leaf is below the water level when the stopper

is inserLed into the neck of the flask. Insert the stopper into the

neck of the flask, use paraffin to seal holes. From the glass tub-

ing, suck the air. Air bubbles should appear in the water. As you

erform the experiment for the children, identify the air bubbles.in

the water. Explain tb the children that the air bubbles are caused

by the air traveling through the stomata in the leaf and being forced

into the water.

Question - Cognitive-Memory

Where does air enter a leaf?

Question - Convergent

What is causing the air bubbles in the water?
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Teac:dn rate,

Coat the leaf in the aLove experiment with petroleum jelly. Again

suck the air through the glass tubing.

Question - Cognitive- Memory

What tiny opening is beiri blocked by the petroleum jelly?

question - Convergent

How did I prevent air bubbles from appearing in the water?

Ouestions - Cognitive-Memory

1. What function do roots perform?

2. What function do sterns perform?

3 What function do leaves perform?

What are the three parts of a seed?

5. What conditions are necessary for seed germination?

What conditions are necessary for continued plant growth?

What happens when plants are ;given too much water?

How (lb plants look when they t .e not healthy?

How do ;slants look when they are healthy?

10. ::hat important thin!; must you remember when digginG up plants?

The followinc was the science unit, form 3, rresented to the experi-

men1 'roll.

Generalization A: Plants that crow from seeds need proper conditions

for germination.

Teachin: St2ate::y

Discuss with the children if they have observed their parents or other

r,eolle start a flower arden or new lawn. Instruct the children to

icr2scribe wcat is done in planting seeds. After the discussion, show
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a few lima bean seeds next to a young lima bean plant.

Question - Divergent

If this plant was grown from a seed, such as this seed, what do you

suppose is inside the seed to make such a plant?

Teaching Strategy

Give each child a peanut. Tell the children to remove the protective

pod or "shell." Instruct the children to find as many different parts

to the seed as they can. The children may describe what they observe

verbally and by drawing a diagram of their observations. After this

initial activity, work with the children in identifying the reddish\

brown seed covering, the two seed halves and the plant embryo. Place

other dicotyledonous seeds on display. Instruct the children to ex-

amine these seeds for similarities and/or differences in structure.

Children may make additional drawings of their observations.

Question - Divergent

From what you have observed, what do you suppose the lima bean seed

looks like inside?

Teaching Strategy

In response to the above question, have the children make a drawing

of their inferences and identify the structures.

Aestion - Evaluative

Why would you think that all seeds have or do not have the same parts?

Teaching Strategy

Review with the children their dbservations of people planting a gar-

den.

Question - Evaluative
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Why do yoll chink ,eo le ,lant.flower seeds in the s ring?

.uestion - Convergent

Whnt .i.e, winter weather like compared to s:Iring?

Question - Di .urgent

'Nhat. might be some conditions necessary for seeds to grow?

Questions - Evaluative

1. Why do you believe the conditions you mentioned are important?

2. Do yon think seeds need soil to sprout? Why do you think so?

questions - Divergent

1. What might happen if you forgot to water your seeds? What would

they look like?

2. What might hap:en if you gave your seeds too much water? What

would they look like

What might hap,.en if you ,panted some lima bean seeds in the de-

sert?, the ertic?, on the moon?

Evaluative

Why do ;:on those things would happen?

3trategy

instruct a child to Write the children(STJ responses to the above clues-

4ons on chart ;,,caner for the purpose of clarifying or refining hypoth-

eses after experimentation has been made.

Questions - Evaluative

1. What do you think are important things to know about the desert

to hel. us set-u> an experiment to see if lima beans could grow

in the desert? Why do you think so?

2. What do you think are impor4iPt things to know about the artic
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tea hel, us setu an experiment to see if lima beans could grow

in the artic

3. What do you think are imortant things to know about the moon to

helc: us set-u an experiment to see if lima beans could grow on

the moon?

Question Cognitive-Memory

Where could we go to find information?

Teaching ..,ratet..y

Have the children gather books, magazines, filmstrips, etc., about

the desert, n.rtic and the moon. Divide the children into three com-

mittees. Instruct each committee to list information, using 'the re-

source material, they believe would'be important facts to know if they

were going to set/Up an experiment to see if lima beans could grow in

one of the mentioned arcas. Each committee should beassigned one

area. After the above activity, have each committee report their in-

formation to the group.

Question EValuative

Do you think the information this committee reported is important to

know in helping us set/up an experiment to find out if lima beans

could grow in their area? Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Display some paper towels, several drinking cups, half-pint milk car-

tons with the tops removed, soil, sand, gravel, and a large glass jar

with a screw on top. Review with the children their recorded responses

on the chart paper, and the information reported in the above activity.

Question Divergent
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grow in the desert?

2. How could we use these materials to find out if lima beans could

grow in the artic?

3. How could we use these materials to find out if lima beans could

grow on the moon?

4. How could we use these materials to find out what would happen

if lima bean seeds are given too much water':

5. How could we use these materials to find out if lima bean seeds

can sprout without soil?

Teaching Strategy

Invite oien-end experiments with other kinds of germinating seeds

under the conditions established by the children.

Teaching Strategy

Once basic plans have been established by the children as to the pur-

,iose and procedure for the experiments, divide the children into small

groups. Each group will be responsible for a given set of experiments.

Instruct the children in how to construct a growth-rate chart.on seed

germination for a given condition. After a week or so, draw the groups

together to report their findings. Have the children compare their

growth rate charts with a graph showing the normal seed germination rate

under proper conditions. Help the children to develop some tentative

conclusions from their experiments about conditions necessary for

seed germination.

Question - Evaluative

Which of these conditions, air, water, temoerature, soil, do you think.
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are immortant or unimportant to seed germination? Why do you think

so?

Teaching Strategy

Present to the children unorganized information consisting of water

g:_ven per day, soil type, and degree of temperature for a lima bean

plant. Instruct the children to produce a bar graph showing the plants

probable growth rate.

Teaching Strategy

Instruct the children to describe a frisky dog.

Question - Divergent

What would hap:en if people as well as animals could not get their

energy from food?

Teaching Strategy

Display some germinating seeds on a wet paper towel. Have the chil-

dren discuss their observations. Point out the plant embryo and tap

root.

Question - Divergent

Where do you think the seed is getting its food to grow?

fluestion - Evaluative

Why are these seeds able to sprout without soil?

Question - Cognitive Memory

What do you see which may offer a clue as to where seeds get their

food? (Point out the shriveling seed halves, if no one mentions it.)

Huestion - Divergent

What do you think may be causing the seed halves to shrivel?

question Evaluative
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Why do you think so?

Question - Divergent

What ways might we find out if the shrinking seed habed'has something
A

to do with where the plant embryo gets its food

Teaching Strategy

Work with the children in planning experiments to find out what will

hai,pen to seed germination when a), both cotyledons are removed from

plant embryo, b) one cotyledon is removed from the plant embryo,

c) no cotyledons are removed from the plant embryo. Place all the

seeds under a large, inverted cardboard carton to prevent photosyn-

thesis.

Question - Evaluative

Why are we ,.lacing our seeds under a cardboard carton?

mestion - Divergent

What might haven to our seeds if they were not put under a cardboard

carton?

Question - Convergent

How could you find out?

Teaching Strategy

Have the children duplicate the experiment without the cardboard car-

!,on. After a week, coin. are the rate of plant embryo growth for each

grou-. of seeds. Discuss with the children how light may have affected

the experiment. Discuss with the children the purpose of the exper-

iment and the variables being tested.

Question - Cognitive-Memory

Which plant embryo is growing the best?
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,oiestion - Evaluative

Why do you think it is growing the best?..

Teaching Strategy

Dislay a grou., of radish seeds next Lo a group of lima bean seeds.

Have the children discuss their Observations.

Holes Lion - Divergent

If the seed halves contain food for growth, do yoU think these two

kinds of seeds contain the same amount of food?

Question - Evaluative

Why do you think so?

Question - Cognitive-Memory

Where does a. seed get the energy it needs to push up to the surface

and helr;, it grow for the first few weeks?

Question - Evaluative

Do you think it is important or unimportant to know how deep to plant

seeds': Why do you think so?

Question - Divergent

What would happen if we planted the radish seed very deep in the ground?

Teaching Strategy

Have the children plant radish seeds and lima bean seeds at various

depths in the soil, water each group of seeds as usual. Discuss with

the children the purpose of the experiment, that is, what variable.

they are testing.

Question - Evaluative

Why do we water each group of seeds the same amount of water?

Teaching Strategy
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,fter two weeks, draw the grouH together to discuss the results of

the chove f.xeriments.

test. or - Convergent

What; do you notice about the size of the radish seed and the depth

of .31unting

:;West ions - Evaluative

1. What do you think is important to know about the seeds you plant?

Why do you think so?

2. If you were going to write instructions for planting carrots,

what de you think would 'be important to know about carrots?

Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Have the children write planting instructions for carrot seeds. Have

them coar2are the information they give with the planting instructions

given on a .)ackage of carrot seeds.

Generalization B: For .proper growth, green plants need light, proper

temperature and water.

Teaching Strategy

Review with the children the -conditions 'that they found were necessary

for seed germination.

C:uestion - Evaluative

Are all of these conditions necessary for continued plant growth?

Why do you think SO?

tiestion Divergent

If plants need water, how much water do you think is enough?

Teaching Strategy
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of varying a plant's water supply;

Questions- Divergent

1; What do you think will happen if a lima bean plant receives only

a small amount of water each day?

2: What do you think will happen if a lima bean plant receives only

polluted water each day?

What do you think will happen if a lima bean plant received a

large amount of water each day?

Teaching Strategy

Instruct a child to record the groups hypotheses on chart paper in

response to the above questions: In a week or so after experiments

have been conducted by the children to test their hypotheses, in-

struct the children to remove the plants from their containers and

closely examine the plants' roots, stems and leaves: After a dis-

cussion of their observations, review with them the responses they

had made previous to conducting the experiments.

Questions - Evaluative

1; Do you think it is better to give a plant too much water or not

enough water? Why do you think so?

2: Do you think it is better to give a plant polluted water rather

than not enough water? Why do you think so?

3. Do you think the results of our experiments supported what we

thought would happen? Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Discuss with the children.their previous experiences with sprouting
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lima bean seeds under an inverted cardboard box,,

Question - Convergent

Why did our seeds sprout just as well for a time in the dark as in

the sunlight?

Question - Cognitive Memory

What happened to the seeds sprouting in the dark after a while?

Question - Convergent

Why did that happen?

Question - Evaluative

JL Which group of seeds do you think sprouted the best/ after a while?

Why do you think so?

Question - Convergent

How do you explain why the one group of seeds grew better?

Question - Divergent

If the plant embryo used the sunlight to help it grow after it used

most of its food, do you think the plant will continue to need sun-

light? In What ways might you show others why you said "yes" or

"no"?

Teaching Strategy

Instruct the children to plan experiments which would test their

hypothesis: Discuss with the children the purpose of the experiments:

Questions - Evaluative

1: What do you think you will need to do different to each plant?

Why do you think so?

2. What do you think you will need to do that is the same to each

plant? Why do you think so?
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Teachin S.,:ratey

After about a week; have the children examine the plants. Discuss

with the children how sunlight affects plant growth.

Question - Evaluative

If some of our friends wanted to see is plants grow better in the

sunlight than in the dark, what do you think would be important in-

formation to give them in helping them to do the same experiments

we just did?

Teaching Strategy

Have the children take turns recording the group's responses on

chart paper.

Questions - Evaluative

1. Do you think the kind of light a plant gets is important to its

growth? Why do you think so?

20 We have found out that too much water will hurt a plant, do you

think that it is important or unimportant how much light a plant

gets? Why do you think so?

Question - Cognitive Memory

What are some sources of light?

Question - Evaluative

Which kind of light, sunlight or indoor light, do you think is best

for growing plants? Why do you think so?

Question - Convergent

How could we find out?

Teaching Strategy

Wow.- ith thu children in plannin experiments which will test the
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growth;

Question - Evaluative

Is it important to make sure one our plants is not gettirw, sun-

liht.? Why do you think so?

Question - Divergent

What was might you make sure that one plant is only getting indoor

light?

Question - Evaluative

Why would we or wouldn't we water both plants as usual?

Teaching Strategy

After the above experiment has been established; work with the chil-

ren in planning additional experiments to test the effects of the

amount of light a lima bean plant receives:

Question - Divergent

Suppose we did not have night and it was daz_Iime. all the time, what

might our plants look like then?

Question - Evaluative

Do you think a plant will grow better if it has light all the time?

Why do you think so?

Question - Convergent

How Can we find out?

Teaching Strategy

Work with the children in planning experiments which will test the

effects of a constant light source on plant. growth in comparison to

the normal amouri', of light a, plant receives during the course of a day.
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'dhat ways might you use to show what will happen to a plant that gets.

light '6wenty-four hours a day?

Qucution - Evaluative

Ii; it important or unimportant to remember to turn off the lights

for our other plant when we go home? Why do you thiiik so?

Teaching SLrategy

after several days, have children examine both :)lants. Discuss with

the children how the amount of light a plant receives influences its

growth.

Teaching Strategy

Review with the children the conditions that they found were necessary

for seed germination..

Question Evaluative

Why would a farmer worry about the weather after his plants have grown

in late: summer?

Teach n.; SLratey

DiS lay a jeture of c. )erson covering hi.s ; lants with ;,last is bags.

- Cognitive-Memory

';11.1t is erson doing in the .icture?

- Evaluative

Why is the -erson covering his ants?

Teaching Strategy

If the children are unable to reason the answer, have them read the

:A.anting instructions for lima bean seeds.

Question - Cognitive-Memory
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What Lime of year is recommended for planting lima bean seeds.

Question - Evaluative

Is it im'ortant or unimportant that this information is given? Why

do you think so?

Question - Divergent

What ways might we find out if it makes a difference what time of the

year a farmer plants his lima bean seeds?

Teaching Strategy

Work with the children in planning experiments to test the effects

of cold tem.leratures 14Lon continued plant growth.

Question Evaluative

If we put one of our lima bean plants in the refrigerator to see

if cold terkeratures effect plant growth, what things do you think

are imortant to do for that plant? Why do you think so?

Question - Cognitive-Memory

What is the purpose of our experiment?

Question - Evaluative

A refrigerator has a light bulb that goes off when we shut the door,.

do you think this information is important or unimportant to know?

Why do you think so?

Question - Divergent.

What ways might you devise to make sure that the plant in the refrig-

erator got the proper amount of light it needs?

Teaching Strategy

Encourage the children to think of other ways they might show how

cold temperatures influence plant growth. Have the children plan
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and construct experimnts testing this variable.

Generalization C: Several parts of a plant function in spiecial ways

to keep the plant alive and growing.

Teaching Strategy

Ask the children to name several parts of most green plants. Display

a lima bear. )2.ant, and instruct the children to identify its struc-..

ture. Instruct the children to identify similar structures in beet,

carrot and radish plants. Discuss with the children the relation-

ship of their structure to how they are positioned in the soil. pis-

;,lay a lima bean sprout, and instruct the children to examine the tap

root with a magnifying glass. Have the children identify the root

hairs.

Question - Evaluative

Many gardeners have trouble when they dig up plants and replant them.

somewhere else. Even if the gardeners wate..7 the plants carefully,

give them plenty of light and the right temperature the plants do

7oorly, sometimes they die. Why?

Question - Convergent

How are roots important to a plant?

Teaching Strategy

Display three closely matched, vigorous bean seedlings growing in

separate containers, aluminum foil, a large tray or pan and a hand

sprinkler. Challenge the children to think of an experiment, using

the materials given, which would help determine the function of the

root structure of a plant. Instruct a child to sprinkle water on top

of the lant.
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nuestion - Cognitive-Memory

Where does the water fall before it soaks the ground?

Question - Divergent

If you were given these materials, what are some experimentv, you could

set-up to find out if roots are really needed for water absorbtion?

Question -.Evaluative

Which part of a plant, the leaves or roots, do you think is better

equiped to absorb water? Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Have the children construct experiments which will test the effects

of watering a plant only at the roots and only at its leaves. After

several days, instruct the children to examine the condition of the

two ,:lants: Discuss how roots function in helping the plant grow,

and stay healthy.

Question 7 Convergent

Why is it a good idea to be careful when digging up plants?

'Question - Divergent

What would hap,en if we pulled off some of the roots on a plant and

replant them?

Question - Evaluative

Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Display two bean ,ants and instruct the children to think of an ex-

periment which would help them find out how the destruction of a plant'S

root structure affects 'plant growth. Display a picture of the root

system of a willow tree.
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quest; on T!onvergent

How is a willow tree like a lima bean plant?

Teaching Strategy

Disrlay a picture of a tree with a root system that is not as exten-

sive as the will.. tree's root system.

Question - Evaluative

Which tree would you prefer to plant in your yard? Why?

Question Divergent

If you were "Mother Nature", how would you help lima, beans survive

in the desert.

Question - Evaluative

Why would you or wouldn't you worry about weeds in your garden?

Teaching Strategy

Tell the children that florist often color their white carnations

green for St. Patrick's Day. Display a green carnation.

Question - Divergent

How do you suppose this is done?

Teaching Strategy

Irvite the children to make a colored carnation. Challenge the chil-

dren to make a two colored carnation. Give the children several days

for this activity, before asking the following questions.

Question Convergent

How is water transported from the roots to the leaves?

Teaching Strategy

Display a stalk of celery, a container of water and some food dye.

Question Divergent
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If yoU were given these materials, in what ways might you show how

the leaves of a plant get water?

Teaching Strategy

After the celery has been immersed in the colored water for a few

minutes in strong sunlight, instruct the children to examine the spi-

dery network of colored lines by pulling apart the stalk of the celery

and exposing the individual tubes. Discuss with the children the

functions plant stems Slay in maintaining the health of a plant.

Teaching Strategy

Dis2lay a lima bean ,ilant.

Question - Divergent

What do you think would happen if we removed the leaves from this

,slant?

Question - Evaluative

Why do you think that would happen?

Teaching Strategy*

Instruct the children to plan an experiment which would test the

affects of removing a plant's leaves upon the plant's growth and health.

Teaching Strategy

Instruct the children to observe a leaf .under a microscope, or dis-

play a diagram of an enlarged leaf. Have the children discuss their

observations. Identify the leaf_ openings or stomata.

Question - Divergent

Why do you suppose a leaf would have these openings?

Teaching Strategy

Fit a flask or narrow-necked jar with a two-hole 'rubT)er stopper. In-.
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sera, in one of the holes, a leaf with a long stern. Insert in the

other hole a piece of glass tubing or a plastic soda straw ben at an

angle. Add water to the flask so that the stern of the leaf is below

1
the level of the water when the rubber stopper is inserted into the

neck of the flask. Paraffin may be used to seal the holes.

Question - Divergent

What do you think Will happen if you were to suck air from the

soda straw?

Question Evaluative

Why do you think so'?

Teaching Strategy

Instruct a child to suck air from the soda straw. Air bubbles should

appear in the water. Discuss with the children their observations.

Question - Divergent

From where do you supLose the air bubbles are coming?

Question. - Evaluative

Sometimes you see peo:Je "dusting" their plants. Do you think they

.are being silly? Why do you think so?

Question - Divergent

in what ways might you t.revent air bubbles apearing in the water

when you suck through the soda straw?

Teaching Strategy

Have the children identify were the majority of stomata are located

on a.leaf.

Question Evaluative

Do you think it is'important or unimportant where the stomata are
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located on a leaf? Why do you think so?

Question - Divergent

What do you suppose would hapen if the stomata were. clogged on a

plant leave?

Question - Evaluative

Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Instruct the children to :clan an experiment which would test effects

of clogging the stomata. on a plant's leaves. Discuss the results of

the experiment as to the function leaves :day in plant growth and

health.

Teaching Strategy

Display a picture of a pond of water lily leaves.

Question - Divergent

Which side of the water lily leaves would you probably find stomata?

Question --Evaluative

Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Instruct the children to plan a garden for the school.

Question - Evaluative

Where is the best location for a school garden? Why do you think so?

Teaching Strategy

Take the children to a garden store, or any store where garden seeds

are sold.

Question Evaluatiye

Which kind of seeds will you plant in your garden'? Why?
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tHe, children to phult their seeds in the school yard. Al-

!,cfm%t roups of children to maintain the garden to insure plant

TOVn and health After several, of the .plants have reached matur-

it::, ihsLruct the children to replant them in containers. Instruct

the children to write a story about their plants. The stories may

include the name of the plant, the method for planting its seeds,

and how the plant should be cared. for to insure a healthy specimen.

Proposed Methods of Collecting Data

The proposed methods for collecting data was the administration of

the following teacher-made tests to both treatment groups.

Pre-Test:

Knowled2e

1, Write a letter in each box that names the correct part of the

picture.

A. plant food

B. tap root

C. seed coat

D. plant embryo

2. Label the parts of this plant.

Comprehension
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3. Pretend you have planted e. lima bean plant under a large tree

and you forgot to water your plant. Draw and color a picture of

what your plant will look like.

4. A friend wants to plant some carrots. Underline the sentence

tviat tells what he should do first.

A. He should spray bug poison on the ground.

B. He should dig up the ground with a shovel.

C. He should find a sunny place.

D. He should sprinkle plant food on the ground.

.5. While your friend's carrots are growing, he goes on a vacation

and asks you to take care of his carrot garden. What things will

you do to take care of his garden?

6. Your friend also wants you to take care of his house plants. How

will you take care of his plants?

Analysis

7. While you are caring for your friend's hoUse plants, you notice

that some of the leaves are turning brown and falling off the plants.

Underline the sentence that is not a reason for causing the leaves

:to die.

A. The plants need water.

B. The plants are getting too much light.

C. It is very cold outside.

D. The room is very dusty.

E. It Ls very cold.in the room.

F. The blinds are closed in the room.
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If yri. to _dant some tomatoe seeds, underline the Sen-

tence(s) which would be helpfulinformation to know.

A. The weatherman states that the weather will be very cool and

dry for the next few months.

B. The tomato° seeds were bought last winter.

C. Your garden contains a lot of sand.

D. Tomatoe seeds should be planted one inch deep.

E. The tomatoe seeds were found in a seed -package marked "Carrots."

Synthesis

9. Now might you show your friend that a plant needs only a certain

amount of water each day?

10. Pretend you have traded your candy for a magic seeds. Draw and

color two ::ictures. In the first picture, show the 'inside of your

seed; in the second picture, show your seed as a grown plant.

Evaluation

11. Supose you lived on Mars and wanted to plant a vegetable garden.

What do you feel would be important information to know about the

dace were you lived? Why?

Post -Test

Knowledge

1. Th um, the three parts of a seed.

2. Name the three ,arts of a green plant.

Comrehension

.Pretend you have ,danted a vegetable garden in November and the

next day it begins to snow. Draw and. color a picture of that your

garden will look like in a few weeks.
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You toint:, to a flower ;2arden. Underline the sentence

which tells you what you should do first.

A. Remove all the weeds from the garden.

B. Find a sunny place.

C. Read the slanting directions.

D. 3 -y bug poison on your garden.

Water the garden.

A. lication

5. Pretend you have planted a garden of onions, what things will you

do to take care of your garden?

Your mother has given you the job of taking care of the house plants.

How will you take care of them?

Analysis

While you are caring for the house plants, you notice that some

of the leaves are turning brown and falling off the plants. Un-

derline the sentence(s) which would cause the leaves to die.

The ,slants are getting too much light.

B.. It is very cold outside.

C. The room is very dusty.

D. The ,4ants are near the heat register.

E. It is autumn.

8. If you were going to plant some radish seeds, underline the sen-

tence(s) which would be helpful information to know.

A. The radish seeds were found in a seed package marked "Tomatoes:'

B. The weatherman states that the weather will be very dry and

cold for the next two months.
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Your garden contains a lot of sand.

D. Your radish seeds should be planted one inch deep.

E. Your friend bought the radish seeds last winter.

Synthesis

9. How might you show your friend that a plant needs light in order

to stay healthy?

10. Pretend you have traded your candy for some magic seeds. Write

a short story describing the planting instructions you read on

the seed package.

Evaluation

11. Suose you moved to a strange new planet and you wanted to plant

a vegetable garden for food. What do you feel would be important

information to know about the place were you live?, Why?
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CHU-TER III

FINDINGS

Comparison of Means

The findings of this study indicated no significant differences in

the Lype of questioning strategies a teacher provides for his/her students

relative to the given unit of study, and student performance at higher

cognitive levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.

The results of the t-test for the pre- and post-tests is presented in

Table 1. The control group had slightly higher mean scores on the pre- and

post-tests than the experimental group, but all differences were not signif-

icant.

TABLE 1. RESULTS OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST FOR
FRE- AND POST -TESTS AND CHANGE IN MEANS

Pre-Test Post-Test A X

Control X. 20.7 37.07 16.37

Experimental X 21.3 36.87 15.57

Aftlf* .071 .214 .143

* Required for .05 level, 2.04

Test Item Analysis

The percentage of change of intragroup scores for each question on the

pre- and post-tests is presented in Table 2. The analysib shows that the

highest percentage change occured, for both groups, at the knowledge 'level

of questions 'one and two, at the analysis level.of question seven, and at '
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the oynthcsio level of question nine. A slight percentage change occured,

however, at the analysis level of question eight for the control group,

with no chant g occuring for the experimental group. A slight percentage

chan;e occured at the evaluation level of question eleven for both groups.

TABLE 2. PERCENT CHANGE OF INTRAGROUP SCORES

Control Group Experimental Group
Paired

Question *
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test %A

Pre-
Test

Post-
Test 564

1 24 100 +76 13 98 +85

2 62 96 434 51 89 4.38

3 33 51 +18 51 42 -9

4 40 47 +7 53 73 420

5 44 71 +27 38 68 +30

6 4o 60 +20. 42 58 +16

7 0 51 +51 7 49 +42

8 51 49. . -2 5
f: 56 0

cl
.2

11 4o +29 2 34 432

10 34 51 +17 42 .48

11 20 19 -1 2u 35 +9

* Questions 1 and 2, knowledge level
Questions 3 and 4, comprehension level
Questions 5 and 6, application level
Questions 7 and 8, snalysis level
Questions 9 and 10, synthesis level
Question 11, evaluation level

A rah analysis of percentage points received by each group for each
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nuer and !spe of question ashed on the pre-toot ia presented in Figure 1.

Tke erelh sueec;sts that the control group performed slightly better than

!Ale experient'a group on questions one, two (knowledge), and question five

(e.eelietion). The experimental Group performed slightly better than the

control group on question six (application), questions seven and eight

(anal:!sis), question ten (synthesis), and question eleven (evaluation).

The ereatest variance in. scores occured at the comprehension level where

the experimental group received, the higher percentage points for questions

three and four. Generally, the graph shows a close parallel between the

percent of points received for each question for each group and the number

and types of questions asked on the pre-test.

A graph analysis of percentage points received by both groups for each

number and type of question asked on the post-test is presented in Figure 2.

The graph shows that both groups scored highly on question one (knowledge)

with the control grout: scoring 100%, and question two (knowledge) with the

control croup scoring 9656 Tao greatest variance of percentage scores be-

tween both groups occured at the coelprehension.level of question four where

the experimental Grout received the higher percentage scorc .. Forever, the

control group eerformed slightly better on question three at the comprehen- .

sion level thap did tie exnerimental group, who scored higher on both ques-

tions in this area on the pre-test. The control group performed slightly

better on questions five' (application) seven (analysis),yand questions

nine and ten (synthesis) than did the experimental group. Generally, the

Graph shows a close parallel between percentage scores received for each

number, and type of question asked for both groups on the post-test with the

exception of question four and possibly question eleven.
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CHP,1-.LER IV

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

Conclusion

In order for children to develop critical thinking skills, the rela-

tionship between the kinds of questions a teacher asks in setting the tone

of cognition in the classrOom and student performance above the knowledge

level as defined by Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives needs to be

analyzed.

In a effort to explore this relationship, a botany unit was studied

by two groups (fifteen per group) of third and fourth graders. Instruction

in the Control group centered on the use of cognitive memory questions.

Dominant emphasis of instruction in the experimental group centered on the

use of cognitive level questions above the stage of recall.. Both groups

were compared with regard to the degree of change occuring in the develop-

ment of critical thinking skills. The comparison was based upon applying

a t-test to mean group scores received on teacher made pre- and post-tests
. _

reflecting the six levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,

no statistically significant differences were found. Intragroup scores and

percent of points received by eachgroup for each test item. on .the pre- and

posttests were also analyzed.

Although pre -test scored'revealed a close par/allel of percentage Points

received for each auestion by both groups, it vas noted that a Widevariance

of scores occured by both groups between questions at a particular cognitive

level. At the knowledge level, both groups scored below the 25'13 level on

the first question in contrast to the second question in which both groups

scored above the 5 level. This variance may be the result of knowledge
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retention of .a prior introduction to a botany study in the earlier grades

in which particular emphasis may have been placed on the anatomy of a green

plant rather than the parts of its seed.

Also noted was the wide variance of percentage scores received by both

groups on the pre-test at the analysis level (questions seven and eight),

and at the synthesis level (questions nine and ten). It was 'noticed that

during the administration of the pre-test, by the writer, the experimental

group seemed confused as to what was meant by selecting a negative response

in question seven. However, little difficulty seemed to exist in selecting

the positive responses required in question eight. In light of the slight

variance which occured at the same level between questions seven and eight

by both groups on the post-test in which the questions required positive

responses, and assuming that a similar confusion also existed within the

control group on the pre-test question seven, it would than seem that a

contributing factor to the wide variance between questions seven and eight

on the pre-test by both groups may have been due to the manner in which.

these questions where phrased._ It..would seem that phrasing analysis ques-

tions so as to require a negative response may be more difficult for children

to respond to than similar cognitive level questions requiring. positive

responses. Furthermore,. lack of experience in selecting responses which

do not belong to a given set of statements may have also contribUted to the

wide variance noted.

The wide spread of percentage scores on the pre-test between questions.

nine and ten (synthesis level) by both groups may have'been due to the manner

of'response required When compared with questions nine and ten at the same

level on the post-test. It :would appear that lack of experience in trans-
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thou: to a written form at the synthesis level was greater than

translating thou";ht at the same cognitive level to a pictorial form.

Furthermore, iL was noted that this difficulty continued to exist at the

synthesis level after instruction for both groups. It would seem that

tie tests given (pre and post) did not allow for the lack of ability /,,,

experience in translatins critical thinking at this level to the written

form, and that the development of this ability in the experimental group

was not given sufficient time or due consideration.

These factors may have also influenced post-test results which showed

a parallel decline in percentage scores received by both groups as they

progressed to the higher cognitive levels. Furthermore, the use of essay

questions (post-test items five, six, nine, ten and eleven) may not have

been a suitable means of assessing the development of critical thinking

because of its low reliability as a formal evaluation technique. Anderson

states:

The validity Of essay tests is:open to question because of the

low reliability as well as the fact that the person grading the-es-

say may be unduly influenced by how Well the ideas are presented

rather than :ghat the'ideas'are (1, p 178.)

However it must be concluded from the findings that, the extent to

which- the teacher-made post-test represented the six levels of Bloomls Tax7

onomy of Educational Objectives, the null hypothesis. must be accepted.. That

is, pupils given instruction emphasizing the use' of questions predominantly

above the knowledge level did not differ significantly with respect tocrit-

ical thinking from pupils given instruction predominantlybased on knowledge

questions.
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To say that instruction which emphasizes questioning strategies at

the hrgher levels of the cognitive domain does not stimulate critical

thinking is not a simple conclusion. The rational of such a conclusion

may necessarily be complex.

Pia:et's position with regard to the cognitive development of children

senerally indicates that all children progress through certain sta;:i;es of

d,nreloment, and proress from stae. to stage is the same for

ever:: child. 2hus, the extent to which the null hypothesis is supported

may have its strongest explanation in Piaset's conceptualizations. Although,

it is realized that progress through the stages is not automatic and the

ase at which the stages occur, can vary vita the individual.

If for the purpose of discussion, it is assumed that the cognitive

development of the sample population used in the study generally. reflected

the cognitive behaviorS attributed to children at the concrete operational

stage, than it would seem that the nature of the questions posed to; the

experimental group may have been more successful in stimulating critical'

thinking of children at.the formal. operational stage of Piaget's schemata.

Wadsworth states:

The concrete operational child must deal with each problem in

isolation. Operations are not coordinated. The child cannot'in-

tosrate his so :Lutions means'of general theories. The 'child With

formal operations can employ theories. in the solution of Many pro-

blems in an integrated manner. Several operations can be brought.

to bear on a single problem.

Iii addition, formal oDeations are charaCterized by scientific
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reasoning,ivpothcsis building (and. testin), and they reflect a

true understanding of causation... (11; p. 102.)

It is not being suggested that it is fruitless to stimulate critical

thinking in elementary school, children via questioning strategies aimed at

this purpose, but that methods and questioning strategies based upon Bloom's

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives in the study may need to be reoriented

to a range of application for logical operations available to the Piaget

child with appropriately readjusted objectives and techniques for evalu-

ating critical thinking.

Perhaps critical thinking is an ability, somewhat analogous to intel-

ligence. Just as one does not teach to improve intelligence, one may not

necessarily be able to teach how to think critically; one .can only hope to

improve this ability to some unknown degree. Thus, another -possible reason

for the findings may have been attributed to the inadequacy of measuring

gross critical thinking on the post-test. Also, the findings may have been

effected by,insufficient time and experiences to fostercomplex cognitive-

funetions. Therefore it is recommended thatthe study'be conducted over
a

a longer period of time in which children are provided experiences with

high level questions which utilize their abilities. in many areas of learn-

ing.

In view of the findings, the value of knowledge Questions in stimulat7

in, thinking should be further investigated. It is recommended that the

study be altered in such a way as to ultilize more fully, low level ques-

tions before progressing to the higher level questioning strategies. Hun

kins states, "Taba (.197) advocated this strategy and had obtained empirical

evidence as to its effectiyeness. (7, P. 703.)



Teacher experience in using questioning techniques for lifting levels

of thought, expanding and using learners' ideas also play a part in the

cognitive development of children. Lack of prior experience in employing

coma: rehensive questioning patterns which search to raise thinking above

the factual recall level may have reduced the effectiveness of such ques-

tions in stimulating critical thinking. It is therefore recommended that

an instruction,11 program be designed specifically to improve a teacher's

a'cility in employing the levels of questioning strategies in the various

curriculum areas of education.

The role by which the levels of questioning affect student per-

formance above the knowledge level is still imprecise. The results of

the study forestall the simple conclusion that if the teacher asks high

level questions, pupils will think critically. At this point, additional

research is an e6sential condition for the advancement of more conclu-

sive evidence.
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APPENDIX A

Raw Test Scores
Pre-Test

Pair
No.

,
J.

2

3

Control
Group

34

25

31

Experimental
Group

27

14

18

4 12 30

5 21 20

6 8 21

7 13 10

8 12 23

9 32 12

10 20 26

11 23 22

12 28 25

13 21 36

14 .8 23

15 22 12
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APPENDIX

Raw Test Scores
Post-Test

Pair
No.

Cbntrol
Group

Eicperimental

Group

1 48 43

2 49 14.2

3 38 38

4 29 42

5 20 43

6 28 25

7 32 25

8 36 39

9 45 25

10 37 37

11 50 31

12
55

38

13 24 55

14 19 37

15 46 33


